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Transaction Services
J.P. Morgan Access® Transaction Services allows you to search transactions, inquiries and ACH requests,
and create inquiries for wire and ACH transactions in accounts to which you are entitled. You may also
initiate requests for deletions, reversals, reclaiming funds, returns and notifications of change (NOC) for
ACH transactions in accounts to which you are entitled.

Assign Entitlements
To grant users access to Transaction Services features and functions, you assign entitlements in J.P.
Morgan Access® Administration, using the following steps:
1. Select Add Products in the Add User window (if you are in the process of adding a new user) or
the Products tab of the User Details window of an existing user profile.
2. In the Add Products window, select Transaction Services.
3. Select Add Products. The Products tab in the User Details window displays all of your product
entitlements.
4. Select the Start Setup button.

5. Select the Transaction Services functions you want to add on the Add Functions tab.
6. Select Next to display the Add Accounts tab.
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7. Choose at least one function, and then select Add Accounts to open the Add Accounts window.
8. In the Add Accounts window, select the arrow key to the left of Accounts to expand the view.
9. Select accounts and/or account groups and click Add Selected to return to the Product Setup
window.
10. Select Finish.
Transaction Services Functions and Descriptions
Transaction Services Function
Description
Visibility
View Transactions
Enables the ability for a user to view wire transactions
View ACH Transactions
Enables the ability for a user to view ACH transactions
Wire Inquiry
View Inquiry
Enables the ability for a user to view wire inquiries
Create Inquiry
Enables the ability for a user to create wire inquiries
Amendment
Enables the ability for a user to create an amendment inquiry
Cancel
Enables the ability for a user to create a cancel inquiry
Debit
Enables the ability for a user to create a debit authorization
Authorization
inquiry
Inquiry Approver
Enables the ability for a user to approve inquiries created by
another user
Approve Own
Enables the ability for a user to approve his/her own inquiries
Bank Generated
Enables the user to receive communications related to inquiries
Inquiry
that were created by the bank
Communications
ACH Inquiry
View ACH Inquiry
Enables the ability for a user to view ACH inquiries
Create ACH Inquiry
Enables the ability for a user to create ACH inquiries
ACH Actions
Delete Request Initiation
Enables the ability for a user to create ACH deletion requests
Reversal Request Initiation Enables the ability for a user to create reversal requests
Reclaim Request Initiation Enables the ability for a user to create reclaim requests
Receiver Services
NOC Request Initiation
Enables the ability for a user to create a Notification of Change
(NOC) request
Return Request Initiation
Enables the ability for a user to create a return request
Receiver Service Approval Enables the ability for a user to approve Receiver Services
requests
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Navigation and Common Tasks
The Activity Bar (My Tasks, View and Create tabs) helps you easily access tasks (such as creating
an inquiry or approving ACH requests), navigate through the site, customize and manage your
screen views. You can also use the Broaden Search features to search transactions and
inquiries.
Refer to the following topics in the Tools & Settings section of Support for more details on:
1. Activity Bar (My Tasks, View and Create tabs) – easily create inquiries and ACH deletion
requests, access inquiries and requests that require your attention, and view completed
inquiries.
2. Personalizing Views for filters
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Broaden Search
Use Broaden Search to search for specific wire or ACH transactions, requests and inquiries.

Broaden Search in Transactions -- Wires
Use Broaden Search in Transactions to locate specific wire transactions on accounts to which
you are entitled. From the transactions details page, you can then create an inquiry.

From the Search dropdown, select Broaden Search in Transactions, and then select Wire.
Note: Fields with an asterisk are mandatory.
Select or enter the following information about the underlying transaction
1. Payment Method defaults to Wire. (When searching for cross-currency wires, select the FX-Wire
box.)
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2. Select Number Type, then select or enter the following information:
a. When Account Number is selected, choose an account from the drop down or

use Lookup to select from a full list of accounts to which you are entitled.)
b. When VRN Account Number is selected, enter the account number.
3. Select Amount/Transaction Reference, then enter the following information:
c. When Amount is selected, enter an amount range.
d. When TRN Reference Number, IMAD Reference Number or SSN Reference is
selected, enter the reference number.
4. Select whether the transaction is either a Debit or Credit.
5. Choose the Transaction Date from the drop down: Today, Last 7 days, Last 32 Days or a
Custom Date Range
6. To further refine your search, you can also select a Payment Status enter the following
information Cov/ERI value for the transaction.
7. Select Search.
8. From the search results page, you can filter the results by Amount, Date, Status or Method.
9. Select the radio button of the transaction, and then select View, or simply select the row, to
open the transaction detail page and create an inquiry.
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Broaden Search in Transactions -- ACH
Use Broaden Search in Transactions to locate originated U.S. ACH transactions and received
activity on accounts to which you are entitled.
From the Search dropdown, select Broaden Search in Transactions, and then select ACH.
Note: Fields with an asterisk are mandatory.

Select or enter the following information about the underlying transaction:
1. Payment Method defaults to ACH. (Select the Non - US JPMC Branch Account ACH
Origination box only when searching for transactions originated from non-US J.P.Morgan
accounts.)
2. Select ACH Type:
 Originated – All to search all originated U.S. ACH transactions
 Returned/NOC – Received to search all received items for which I a return request
or NOC request has not yet been initiated
 Received – All to search all received transactions for which a return request or NOC
request has been initiated.
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Search Originated – All

1. Select either Account Number or Individual ID.
2. Enter a value for the Account Number or Individual ID, and then select the OriginCompany ID from the dropdown. Note: Account refers to the receiving account number
for the transaction you are searching.
3. Enter or select a date range.
4. Select an Amount Type (Exact Amount, Amount Range, Greater than, Greater than or
Equal to, Less than, or Less than or Equal to) and enter a value.
5. Select Search.
6. From the search results page, you can filter the results by Amount, Date, Individual ID or
Account Number.
7. Select the radio button of the transaction, and then select View, or simply select the
row, to open the transaction detail page
8. From the transaction detail page, you can create an inquiry or add the transaction either
to the Reversal List to request a reversal of a transaction or add it to the Reclaim list to
request funds to be reclaimed.
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Search Return/NOC –Received

1. Select the Origin Number of the transaction. You may also select the Company ID from the
dropdown.
2. Select the Return Type: All, Returned or NOC
3. Enter or select a date range.
4. Select Search.
5. From the search results page, you can filter the results by Amount, Date, Individual ID or
Account Number.
6. Select the radio button of the transaction, and then select View, or simply select the row, to
open the transaction detail page.
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Search Received – All

a. Select either Account Number, Individual ID, or JPM Trace Number, and then enter
a value. Note: Account refers to the receiving account number for the transaction
you are searching.
b. Enter or select a date range.
c. Select an Amount Type (Exact Amount, Amount Range, Greater than, Greater than
or Equal to, Less than, or Less than or Equal to) and enter a value.
d. Select Search.
e. From the search results page, you can filter the results by Amount, Date, Individual
ID or Account Number.
f. Select the radio button of the transaction, and then select View, or simply select the
row, to open the transaction detail page.
g. From the transaction detail page, you can either select NOC Request to request a
notice of change on the received item or Return Request on the received item.
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Search ACH transactions originated from non-US J.P. Morgan accounts

a. Select the Non - US JPMC Branch Account ACH Origination box.
b. Select an Account Number from the dropdown.
c. Select Amount or Transactions Reference Number from the dropdown.


When Amount is selected:
1. Choose an Amount Type: Exact Amount, Amount Range, Greater than,
Greater than or Equal to, Less than, or Less than or Equal to.)
2. Select Debit or Credit from the dropdown.
3. Enter or select the Date range.



When Transaction Reference Number is selected:
1. Enter a Transaction Number if available
2. Enter or select the Date range.

1. Select Search.
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Broaden Search in Requests
Use Broaden Search in Requests to locate reversals/reclaims, returns/NOCs or deletion
requests for ACH transactions as your entitlements allow.

From the Search dropdown, select Broaden Search in Request, and then select
Reversal/Reclaim, Return/NOC or Deletion.
Search ACH Reversal/Reclaim Request

Note: Fields with an asterisk are mandatory.
Select or enter the following information about the request:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Request Type default is ACH Reversal/Reclaim Request
Select the Origin ID from the dropdown
You can also select the type: All, Reversal/Reclaim only, or Reversal with Reinitiation Only
Enter or select a date range.
Select Search.
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Search ACH Return/NOC Request

Note: Fields with an asterisk are mandatory.
Select or enter the following information about the request:
1. Request Type default is ACH Return/NOC Request, then select either Return or NOC.
2. Select the Request Status from the dropdown:
a. Status options for a Return: All, Approved, Deleted, or Sent
b. Status options for an NOC: All, Approved, Deletion After Approval, Deleted, Expired,
In Progress, In Pending, or Sent
3. Enter or select values for remaining optional fields if information is available.
4. Select Search.
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Search ACH Deletion Request

Note: Fields with an asterisk are mandatory.
Select or enter the following information about the request:
1. Request Type default is ACH Deletion Request.
2. Select the Request Status of the request from the dropdown. Status options are: All,
Successful, Unsuccessful, In Process, Expired, Cancel by Client.
3. Select an Origin ID from the dropdown.
4. Select a Company ID from the dropdown.
5. Select Search.
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Broaden Search in Inquiries
Use Broaden Search in Requests to locate reversals/reclaims, returns/NOCs or deletion
requests for ACH transactions as your entitlements allow.

From the Search dropdown, select Broaden Search in Inquiries, and then select Wire or ACH.
Search Wire Inquiries

Note: Fields with an asterisk are mandatory.
Select or enter the following information about the inquiry:
1. Select the Account Number of the underlying transaction from the dropdown.
2. You may also enter or select information in the remaining optional fields to refine your
search: status of the inquiry, inquiry date, amount, transaction reference number,
inquiry/investigation reference.
3. Select Search.
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Search ACH Inquiries

Note: Fields with an asterisk are mandatory.
Select or enter the following information about the inquiry:
1. Select the Company ID of the underlying transaction from the dropdown.
2. You may also enter or select information in the remaining optional fields to refine your
search: status of the inquiry, inquiry date, amount.
3. Select Search.
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Inquiry Details
You can filter your Inquiry view, track the status of an inquiry, and view details about a specific inquiry.

From the View tab, select Inquiries. From the Inquiries list, select the Filter icon to open the Filters and
View panel. You can then filter inquiries by Status, Inquiry Reference ID, Inquiry Reason, Account # and
Amount. You can also choose to show either all Inquiries or only Inquiries with Messages.
Detailed statuses help you track your inquiry through the workflow. Select an inquiry from the Inquiries
list, and then select View to review the inquiry details and workflow progress.
Inquiries can have the following statuses:


Submitted: Indicates you have submitted the inquiry into the workflow for processing.



Pending Approval: Indicates you have initiated the inquiry and it is waiting to be approved.



In Process: Your bank’s system has received the inquiry, but the customer service department has
not yet performed any actions or approved it.



Pending: Your bank’s customer service department has taken actions, but resolution depends on an
external party. Your bank is waiting for their reply.



Rejected: Indicates approver has rejected the inquiry.



Resolved: Indicates the bank has completed its investigation and the inquiry is resolved.
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Inquiry
Create a Wire Inquiry
Inquiries are a way to request additional information, assistance or action from the bank related to your
transactions and to make changes if desired. You can create inquiries for wire and ACH transactions.

There are two ways to create an inquiry: from transaction details or freeform. They both follow
the same workflow; however, when starting from transaction details, some fields are
prepopulated into the inquiry. You can open a new inquiry for a valid wire transaction on
accounts to which you are entitled.
Note: Fields with an asterisk are mandatory.
To create an inquiry from transaction details, first search for your transaction using Broaden
Search in Transactions.
To create a free-form wire inquiry, select Create Inquiry from the Create tab.

Transaction Information
Select or enter the following information about the underlying transaction for the inquiry (Note: When
starting from transaction details, some fields are prepopulated):
1. Select the Account Number. (You can use Lookup to select from a full list of accounts to which
you are entitled.)
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Note: Account Number, Company ID and Transaction Type work in concert:


If a Company ID is selected first, the corresponding Account Number will populate
automatically and Transaction Type will be set to ACH. Select Wire from the
Transaction Type dropdown.
 If an Account Number is selected and no Company ID is indicated, the Transaction
Type must still be selected as Wire.
 If a Company ID is not selected and Transaction Type is set to ACH, you will be
prompted to provide a Company ID.
2. Complete additional required and optional Transaction Information fields, as needed.
3. In the Inquiry Information section, select a Reason for Inquiry. (You may also enter the
customer reference to provide any additional information, as necessary.)
Notes:
 Select the Information icon for descriptions of the Reason for Inquiry options.
 Depending on the reason selected, new fields which relate specifically to the
selected reason will display.
 Some inquiries require approval by an approver other than the user creating the
inquiry.
 If the selected reason is Other, you must also enter an explanation of the
reason.
4. If you selected Yes for FX related in the Transaction Information section, complete additional
information as required in the FX section.
5. Submit to submit inquiry for processing or approval, if required.
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Modify a Wire Inquiry
The method for modifying or updating an inquiry depends on its status.
You can modify an inquiry with a status of Pending Approval:
1. From the My Tasks tab, select Inquiries Pending Approval.
2. Select the radio button of the item you want to modify, and then select View. Or simply select
the row.
3. From the Inquiry Details page, select Modify

4. After making changes to the inquiry, select Submit. The modified inquiry will be entered into the
workflow progress to be approved.
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Add a Message to an Inquiry
You can update an existing inquiry for a wire transaction by adding a message.:
1. From the View tab, select Inquiries, and then select an item to view by selecting the radio
button for the item or simply selecting the row. A message may only be added when the status
of the inquiry is Pending or In Process.
2. From the Inquiry Update section on the inquiry detail page, select Add a New Message.

3. Select a Reason. You can use the Information icon for descriptions of the Reason options.
o

o

If the reason selected is Debit Authorization, select the UTA Reason. (Inquiries on Debit
Authorizations require approval by an approver other than the user modifying the
inquiry.)
If the UTA Reason selected is Other, you must also enter an explanation of the reason.

Note: You can also enter the customer reference to provide any additional information, as
necessary.
4. For FX-related inquiries, you will also be required to enter the FX Draft Number and the FX
Contract Number.
5. Enter a message, if needed, and then select Add.
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Create an ACH Inquiry
Inquiries are a way to request additional information, assistance or action from the bank related to your
transactions and to make changes if desired. You can create inquiries for wire and ACH transactions.

There are two ways to create an inquiry: from transaction details or freeform. They both follow
the same workflow; however, when starting from transaction details, some fields are
prepopulated into the inquiry. You can open a new inquiry for a valid U.S. ACH transaction for
Company IDs to which you are entitled.
Note: Fields with an asterisk are mandatory.
To create a free-form ACH inquiry, select Create Inquiry from the Create tab.
To create an inquiry from transaction details, first search for your transaction using Broaden
Search in Transactions.

Transaction Information
Select or enter the following information about the underlying transaction for the inquiry (Note: When
starting from transaction details, some fields are prepopulated):
1. Select the Account Number. (You can use Lookup to select from a full list of accounts to which you
are entitled.)
Note: Account Number, Company ID and Transaction Type work in concert:




If a Company ID is selected first, the corresponding Account Number will populate automatically
and Transaction Type will be set to ACH.
If an Account Number is selected and no Company ID is indicated, Transaction Type must still be
selected as ACH.
If a Company ID is not selected and Transaction Type is set to ACH, you will be prompted to
provide a Company ID.
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2. Complete additional required and optional fields, as needed.

3. In the Inquiry Party Information section, entered the required information.
4. In the Inquiry Information section, select an Inquiry Type and enter an explanation and any other
information necessary for the inquiry in the Message field.
Note: You can select the Information icon for descriptions of the Inquiry Type options.
4. Select Submit to enter the inquiry into the processing workflow.
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Add a Message to an ACH Inquiry
You can update an existing inquiry for a U.S. ACH transaction by adding a message.

1. From the View tab, select Inquiries, and then select an item to view by selecting the radio button for
the item or simply selecting the row. A message may only be added when the status of the Inquiry
is Pending or In Process.
2. From the Inquiry Update section on the inquiry detail page, select Add a New Message.
3. Select an Inquiry Type. (You can use the Information icon for descriptions of the Inquiry Type
options.)
4. Enter a message, if needed, and then select Add.
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Approve or Reject an Inquiry
If you have Approval entitlements, you can approve or reject an inquiry with a status of Pending
Approval.

1. From the My Tasks tab, select an inquiry from Inquiries Pending Approval or Inquiry Messages
Pending Approval.
2. From the Inquiry details page, do one of the following:


Select Approve to approve the inquiry. After you enter your Digital Signature, the inquiry
will be entered into the workflow progress with a status of Submitted.



Select Reject. The inquiry will be entered into the workflow progress with a status of
Rejected.
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Approve Multiple Inquiries
If you have Approval entitlements, you can approve or reject an inquiry with a status of Pending
Approval.

1. From the My Tasks tab, select Inquiries Pending Approval.
2. Select the inquiries you want to approve, and then select View.
3. The detail page for the first inquiry will display. You can then select Approve or Reject for that
inquiry, and the detail page for the next inquiry you selected will display for you to approve or
reject.
Note: If you want to skip an inquiry without approving or rejecting it, navigate to the page
selector on the action bar, and select the next inquiry.
4. When you are ready to submit the inquiries for approval, select More and then Finish and Review.
5. The Review Approval page will display a grid of inquiries selected for approval and a grid of inquiries
rejected. Select Submit to enter the inquiries in the workflow progress.
Note: If you skipped any selected inquiries without approving or rejecting them, the skipped
inquiries will not display on the Review Approval page.
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Approve Multiple Messages
If you have Approval entitlements, you can approve or reject messages for an inquiry with a status of
Pending Approval.

1. From the My Tasks tab, select Inquiry Messages Pending Approval.
2. Select the Inquiries with messages you want to approve, and then select View to display the detail
page for the first inquiry.
3. From the Message History section, you can select Approve or Reject for each selected message
displayed.
4. When you are ready to submit the inquiry messages for approval, select Finish and Review.
5. The Review Approval page will display a grid of the messages selected for approval and a grid of
messages rejected. Select Submit to enter the messages in the workflow progress.
Note: If you skipped any selected messages without approving or rejecting them, the skipped
messages will not display on the Review Approval page.
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ACH Actions
Create an ACH Deletion Request
A deletion request allows you to submit a request to the bank to stop an ACH transaction from being
processed prior to any movement of funds. A deletion can be applied to an ACH payment only if it has
not yet been processed by the bank.
Before submitting a deletion request, you should use Broaden Search to confirm the related originated
item has not yet been processed. If you find the item via Broaden Search, it has already been processed,
and a deletion request cannot be submitted.
You can create a deletion request for an ACH transaction on Company IDs to which you are entitled.
Note: Fields with an asterisk are mandatory.

1. From the Create tab, select Create Deletion Request.
2. Enter information submitted with the original item in all of the required fields.
3. Select Add. The created request will display in the review grid.
Notes:


You can add up to 10 items to the review grid.



Selecting Reset, will reset all the fields to blank, but will not affect requests previously
added to the review grid.
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4. To submit items for processing, select Submit. After submitting the request, you will receive a
confirmation indicating whether or not it was successfully entered.
Notes:
 All items added to the review grid are selected by default. If you don’t want to submit
an item on the review grid for processing, select the checkbox for the item(s) to remove
the checkmark.


To delete any item(s) from the review grid, first deselect any item(s) that should remain
on the grid; only the items you want to delete should be selected. Then select Delete.
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Create a Reversal Request
A reversal is a way to correct a payment that has already been processed by the bank. You must submit
your reversal within five days of the effective date of the originated item being reversed to comply with
ACH Rules. You can initiate a reversal request from the transaction details page of ACH transaction(s)
associated with Company IDs to which you are entitled.
1. Use Broaden Search for ACH Originated Transactions to search for the originated ACH transaction,
and then select a transaction from your search results.
2. From the Transactions detail page, select Add to Reversal List. (This button will not be available if a
reversal has already been requested for this transaction or if a Reclaim list has already been created
but not yet submitted. In any given session, you can create either a Reversal list or a Reclaim list, but
not both.)
3. You can access the Reversal List created either by selecting View List from the Transaction detail
page, or by selecting ACH Actions – Create Reversal/Reclaim List from the Create tab.
Notes:






Reversal lists must be created and submitted in the same user session. Due to distribution
schedules, lists submitted after 7:00 PM ET and prior to 10:00 PM ET will be processed on
the same banking day on a reasonable-efforts basis, but may not be processed until the next
available banking day.
If a list is not submitted by 10:00 PM ET, it will expire and details must be re-entered.
Reversals received by 1:00 PM ET will be eligible for same-day ACH processing as provided
by the NACHA Rules. Reversal transactions processed will not be subject to any additional
costs for same-day processing.

4. You must choose a Reversal Reason for each request you want to submit by selecting a Reversal
Reason from the drop-down for an individual item.
5. You also have the option to enter a Customer Reference for any request, and a Reinitiation Amount
for only ARC, BOC, RCK or POP-type transactions.
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6. Select Submit to submit selected reversal requests for processing. After submitting the request, you
will receive a confirmation indicating whether or not it was successfully entered.
Notes:




There is a limit of 50 requests that can be submitted at one time.
To delete a request from the list, make sure only the request(s) you want to delete are
selected. Then, select Delete.
You can add multiple requests to the list by selecting Search Originated Items to return
to the original search page. The request(s) already created, but not yet submitted, will
be saved in draft status on the Reversal/Reclaim list.
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Create a Reclaim Request
A reclaim is a way to recover funds for an ACH payment made to a deceased beneficiary. You can
reclaim an ACH payment if you submit the reclaim within five business days of being notified of the
beneficiary’s death. Reclaim requests are initiated from the transaction details page. You can initiate a
reclaim request from the transaction details page of an ACH transaction in accounts to which you are
entitled.
1. Use Broaden Search for ACH Originated Transactions to search for the originated ACH transaction,
and then select a transaction from your search results.
2. From the Transactions detail page, select Add to Reclaim List. (This button will not be available if a
reclaim has already been requested for this transaction or if a Reversal list has already been created
but not yet submitted. In any given session, you can create either a Reversal list or a Reclaim list, but
not both.)
3. You can access the Reclaim List created either by selecting View List from the Transaction detail
page, or by selecting ACH Actions – Create Reversal/Reclaim List from the Create tab.

4. To modify the effective date(s) for a transaction, select the transaction and then select Modify
Dates.
a. To add or remove dates (including the effective date of the original transaction), select the plus
or minus sign icons on the Modify Dates section. You can add up to 18 dates for each request.
b. Once you have updated the date(s), select Apply.
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5. Select Submit for each selected request you want to submit for processing. After submitting the
request(s), you will receive a confirmation indicating whether or not the request(s) was successfully
entered.
Notes:



To delete a request from the list, make sure only the item(s) you want to delete are
selected. Then, select Delete.
You can add multiple requests to the list by selecting Search Originated Items to return
to the original search results page. The request(s) already created, but not yet
submitted, will be saved in draft status on the Reversal/Reclaim List.
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Create a Return Request
A return request is an instruction to return a received ACH payment you cannot post or that you refuse.
You may wish to return a received eLockbox payment, for example, that includes a customer account
you do not recognize or when only a partial payment is received. Return requests are initiated from the
transaction details page. You can initiate a return request from the transactions details page of received
ACH items according to your entitlements.
1. Use Broaden Search to search Received Transactions. Within Transactions, search on ACH Received
Activity.
2. From your search results, choose an item and then select View.
3. From the detail page, select Return Request to open the Create Return Request screen.

4. Select the request, and then select a Return Code from the dropdown.
5. Select Submit to submit the request for approval. After submitting the request, you will receive a
confirmation indicating whether or not it was successfully entered.
Notes:


To approve your own Return Requests, select ACH Actions – Returns Pending Approval
from the My Tasks tab. Choose the request(s) you want to view, and then select Add to
Final Approval Queue. On the resulting Final Approval summary page, select Final
Approval.



All Return Requests with a status of Pending Approval after the 7:00 PM ET cut-off will
expire. The received transactions will again be available for Return Request initiation after
the cut-off.
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Create an NOC Request
A notification of change, or NOC, is a notification from you to a payment originator related to a
previously posted transaction that contained invalid or erroneous information. The NOC instructs the
originator to change future ACH payment information, such as account number, individual ID or
standard entry class code. You can initiate an NOC request from the transaction details page of a
received ACH transactions according to your entitlements.
1. Use Broaden Search to search Received Transactions. Within Transactions, search on ACH Received
Activity.
2. From your search results, choose an item and then select View.
3. From the detail page, select NOC Request to open the Create NOC Request screen.

4. Enter or select a value for one of the following:




Modify Account #
Modify Individual ID
Modify Entry Class

5. Select Submit to submit the request for approval. After submitting the request, you will receive a
confirmation indicating whether or not it was successfully submitted.
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6. To create another NOC request, select Search Received Items to return to your search results.
Notes:


The NOC you submit must be approved by another individual and will not appear in your
approval queue.



All NOC requests with a status of Pending Approval after the 7:00 PM ET cut-off will
expire. The received transaction will again be available for NOC request initiation after the
cut-off.



To view NOC Requests with a status of Pending Approval, select ACH Actions – NOCs
Pending Approval from the My Tasks tab.
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Approve or Reject NOCs
If you have Approval entitlements, you can approve a notification of change (NOC) created by another
user.
1. From the My Tasks tab, select an NOC from NOCs Pending Approval.
2. From the NOC details page, do one of the following:
a. Select Approve to approve the request. After you enter your Digital Signature, the request will
be entered into the workflow progress with a status of Submitted.
b. Select Reject. The request will be entered into the workflow progress with a status of Rejected.

Approve or Reject Returns
If you have Approval entitlements, you can approve your own returns.
1. From the My Tasks tab, select a return from Returns Pending Approval.
2. From the return details page, do one of the following:
a. Select Approve to approve the return request. After you enter your Digital Signature, the
return request will be entered into the workflow progress with a status of Submitted.
b. Select Reject. The return request will be entered into the workflow progress with a status of
Rejected.
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